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The Farewell.

KEITH UHLICH

The Farewell (Dir. Lulu Wang). Starring: Awkwafina, Tzi Ma, Shuzhen
Zhou. Writer-director Lulu Wang based
this gentle and moving family drama
on her own real-life experience. Her
onscreen surrogate is Billi (Awkwafina), a down-on-her-luck Manhattan
artist who discovers her China-residing grandmother, Nai Nai (Shuzhen
Zhou), is dying of cancer. But Nai Nai
is in the dark about her diagnosis,
since Billi’s traditional family believes,
as many Chinese clans do, that it is
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better to keep such dire news from
her, lest she be consumed by despair.
As one of the family members notes,
it’s better that those who love Nai Nai
carry the emotional burden. Though
there is plenty of room here for both
characters and viewers to disagree
with that assessment. The cast is uniformly splendid. And Wang mines
much tension, comic and tragic, from
the scenario, though rarely to the tempestuous or fulsome ends you might
expect. The strain on Billi and her rel-
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atives proceeds with much more
serene ebb and flow, as if even in their
heated moments they all, at heart, accept the rightness of this particular
“wrong.” [PG] HHHH
Parasite (Dir. Bong Joon-ho). Starring: Song Kang-ho, Lee Sun-kyun, Jo
Yeo-jeong. The latest project from Korean filmmaker Bong Joon-ho (Okja)
won top prize at this year’s Cannes
Film Festival, and it’s easy to see why.
On the surface, it’s a supremely confi-

dent piece of work, a class satire about
a poor, back-alley dwelling Seoul
brood, led by Bong regular Song
Kang-ho, secretly leeching off a
wealthy family that lives, literally, high
on a hill. The first half details the often
comical infiltration of the haves’ home
by these resourceful have-nots, who
pose as drivers, tutors and maids to
ensure their rapid socioeconomic as-
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27 – BRITTANY HOWARD FROM ALABAMA SHAKES

She’s a big woman with a big voice. Of course, she
would outgrow the shambling rock and soul sound
of Alabama Shakes. The Fillmore Philadelphia, thefillmorephilly.com

OCTOBER
2 – HUGH JACKMAN

Back for a second sold-out show in Philadelphia, the
X-Man-turned-Music-Man does high kick turns and
belts out Broadway classics loud and clear. Wells
Fargo Philadelphia, wellsfargophilly.com
3 – MELANIE

The high-pitched ’70s folkie lost her skate key, yet
managed to find her candles in the rain. SteelStacks,
steelstacks.org
4 – CHANCE THE RAPPER

Hip hop’s most amenable MC and its longest-ever
mixtape maker just dropped his debut artist album,
The Big Day, to the tunes of one billion streams! Bet
the Chicago native wishes he did that sooner. Wells
Fargo Philadelphia, wellsfargophilly.com n
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mously spent 11 days as White House communications director and recently became the latest Trump
supporter to hit the “eject” button. Predictably,
Trump called him a “nut job,” claimed to barely know
him, and dusted off the ultimate insult, calling him
“bad on TV.”
The astonishing thing is that the president of the
United States is, let’s face it, raving like a lunatic—and
everyone just shrugs.
The nation is still reeling from two mass shootings. The financial markets are yo-yoing by hundreds
of points. A bomb in Afghanistan, where we’re still at
war, killed 63 revelers at a wedding. Tension between
the United States and Iran continues to mount.
North Korea keeps testing new missiles. India is playing with fire in Kashmir. Hong Kong has been convulsed for months by massive protests seeking to
guarantee basic freedoms.
And Trump obsesses about buying Greenland.
The truth is that we don’t have an actual presidency right now. We have a tiresome reality show
whose ratings have begun to slide—and whose fading star sees cancellation on the way. n
Eugene Robinson’s email address is
eugenerobinson@washpost.com.
(c) 2019, Washington Post Writers Group
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cent. Then the film segues into horror territory when
the contents of a hidden room in the mansion come
to light. It’s at this point that the shallowness of
Bong’s tiered-existence metaphor (which worked
brilliantly, in slightly different form, in his post-apocalyptic speeding train allegory Snowpiercer) becomes apparent. Parasite strains to direct unsparing
rage and poignant regret at the world’s inequities.
But it falls way short. Like its central setting, it’s a
captivating structure with a hollowed-out core.
[N/R] HHH
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (Dir. André
Øvredal). Starring: Zoe Margaret Colletti, Michael
Garza, Austin Zajur. Guillermo del Toro came up
with the story for this adaptation of Alvin Schwartz’s
popular horror children’s books, each of which contained eek!-eliciting moral tales that ran for a mere
page or two. Del Toro and director André Øvredal’s
conceit is to group several of the stories—like the
one about the severed toe that ends up in a stew—
under one socio-politically-charged umbrella narrative. It’s 1968 in small-town America, just a few days
before the election of Richard Nixon. Teenager Stella Nichols (Zoe Margaret Colletti) and her friends
spend the last Halloween of high school doing supernatural battle with Sarah Bellows, a vengeful
spirit who writes scary stories (in blood!) that have
a terrible tendency to come true. It’s not a stretch to
say that our protagonists, among them a runaway
Hispanic teen (Michael Garza) who bears plenty of
racist stares and taunts, are also battling the sick,
marginalizing soul of America itself, and not just in
their own time. Sadly, the themes and the analogies
consistently trump the scares. This is basically Del
Toro’s The Devil’s Backbone, but, you know, for
kids. [PG-13] HH
Where’d You Go, Bernadette (Dir. Richard Linklater). Starring: Cate Blanchett, Billy Crudup,
Emma Nelson. Richard Linklater’s long-delayed
dramedy is a failure, but not an uninteresting one.
Based on a novel by Maria Semple, Where’d You Go,
Bernadette is a story of a woman, Bernadette Fox
(Cate Blanchett), on the verge of a nervous breakdown. Once a very promising architect, she’s become a mentally unstable recluse, wiling away the
days in a decrepit Seattle mansion with her wealthy
computer-tech husband (Billy Crudup) and their
precocious teenage daughter (Emma Nelson). The
broad comic stylings of the film’s first half seem to
reflect Bernadette’s own fragile state of mind. At different points she might be in a taut thriller or a
manic musical (a certain Cyndi Lauper perennial is
very well-employed). The second half reveals the
film as a bogus piece of uplift, one that says psychiatric problems are easily fixed if you just abscond to
another continent. And yet, Linklater’s empathetic
portrayal of each and every character, even the ostensible villains, cuts against the mawkishness in
consistently intriguing ways. [R] HH1/2 n
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programs to encourage food security and nutrition
across Africa, aid to countries taking the brunt of the
refugee crisis, and democracy support in Venezuela,
Ukraine and Tibet.
• The president continues to vilify refugees as national security threats without the slightest bit of evidence. This year, the Trump administration capped the
number of refugees that can resettle in the U.S. at
30,000—the lowest ceiling since the refugee program
was created in 1980. And now the administration is
considering cutting that number to nearly zero next
year.
• At the southern border, the Trump administration has tightened the rules on asylum, making it harder for applicants to seek protection when family members face threats and barring migrants seeking asylum
if they have passed through a third country on their
trek. The administration’s policy of family separation,
its abusive treatment of migrants, its policy confusion,
and its general incompetence have contributed to a humanitarian crisis on both sides of the border.
There is an obvious response to Hardesty and
other offended evangelicals. Massive budget cuts to
hunger-relief programs in Africa, refusing to take in
desperate Syrian refugees and separating crying children from their parents at the border are tolerable, but
using the Lord’s name in vain is a bridge too far? Pathological lying, spreading conspiracy theories, misogyny,
making racist comments and dehumanizing others are
permissible, but swearing somehow crosses the line?
How we order our outrage says much about us. Do
we feel the violation of a religious rule more intensely
than the violation of human dignity? Do we prioritize
our religiosity above our anthropology—above our
theory of human beings and their rights?
This kind of Pharisaical preference for rules over
humans reveals a large gap of spiritual education. In a
poll last year by the Pew Research Center, only 25% of
white evangelicals said the United States has a responsibility to accept refugees, while 65% of the religious
unaffiliated affirmed that duty. What could possibility
explain this 40% gap in inclusion and compassion? For
a certain kind of secularist, this reveals cruelty, corruption and hypocrisy at the heart of the Christian faith.
But traditionally, many of the institutions that do
refugee resettlement have been Christian.
The problem does not lie in Christianity but in the
moral formation of Christians. Are they getting their
view of refugees from Christian sources? Or are they
taking their view from Fox News, talk radio and Donald
Trump? I suspect the latter. And the worship of political
idols is ultimately a spiritual problem—a different kind
of blasphemy.
These challenges run deeper than politics. Many
white evangelicals hold a faith that appeals to the comfortable rather than siding with the afflicted. They have
allied themselves with bigots and nativists, risking the
reputation of the gospel itself. And, in some very public
ways, they are difficult to recognize as Christians at all. n
Michael Gerson’s email address is
michaelgerson@washpost.com.
(c) 2019, Washington Post Writers Group

